
A child’s recollection of Easter in Guyana. 

 EASTER IN GUYANA by Claude Ho 

 Easter in Guyana was a special time for children of all ages, regardless of religion. The 
following presents the memories of an Easter childhood in Guyana. 

 Good Friday : 

 But Easter was first and foremost about Good Friday. As children growing up Christian 
in Guyana, this meant 3 hours of church, from 9.00 am until noon for the entire family, 
no ifs, ands or buts. And also, of course, in keeping with religious traditions, no meat 
was to be consumed. Only what Jesus fed the disciples with, namely fish. So Good 
Friday was a quiet, calm, peaceful day. A day of reflection and prayer. 

 Easter Saturday : 

 But after Good Friday came 3 wonderful days of fun and frolic, at least for us kids. 
Easter Saturday was usually the final day that the kites got made. 

In every house there was a master kite maker, and in ours it was our eldest brother, 
Patrick. He was a true master kite maker. He was the one who designed and built all the 
kites for us _ from the framework to the stringing, to the papering and then attaching the 
loop and tail. 

 The Frame : This was where we were most fortunate. For our uncles had been taught 
woodworking by their parents and had a cabinet full of woodworking tools.  

                     The saws and planes were used to ensure that the boxwood was cut to the 
correct thickness, then planed flat and smooth. These pieces had to be just right _ not  

                     .too thick and heavy, or not too thin or they broke in the wind. 

                     The nose or bridge piece had to be of bamboo so that it could flex and 
curve easily without breaking! 

 The Paper : Our choice was either brown kraft paper or opaque grease-proof paper. 
These were the standard for all kites. 

                   In the early days we couldn’t afford the fancy, coloured Barbados kite paper; 
we were too poor to be able to buy that. 

                   But that Barbados kite paper was so colourful and shiny and beautiful that 
those kites were simply beautiful!! 



                   Tissue paper usually made the wings or flaps. These flaps were mainly for 
“show”, they made the kite stand out a lot more in the air. 

                   The “singer piece” under the nose was of white grease-proof paper as it had 
to be tough to withstand the extreme flapping in the wind that created the “singing: of 
                   . the kite.! 

 The Loop : This was the whole secret of your kite. There were two (2) basic types of 
Loop…… 

                   …the Mounting Loop…this loop had a long distance from the loop of string 
connecting the upper right and left points of the frame, to the centre point of the kite 
           . itself. This allowed for more “lift” of the kite as its purpose was to allow the air to 
lift the kite upwards; hence a “mounting loop.” 

                   …the Pulling Loop…there was a shorter distance from the point of 
attachment on the loop of string to the centre of the kite. This did not give as much lift as 
with the mounting loop. What it did was create much more resistance on the face of the 
kite to the force of the wind and therefore gave you muchmore “pull.”  

                  With very large kites, and here we’re talking about kites that were about 5 – 
6 feet tall, a pulling loop meant that small children were in danger of being dragged 
.along by the kites, to the point of being actually lifted off the ground and becoming 
airborne!! These kites were usually flown by 2 -3 grown men, wearing gloves to protect 
their hands and using thick cord or rope to fly the kite. 

 The Tail : This was the “piece de resistance”. The part of the kite that enabled the kite 
to either float gracefully in the air or to behave like a crazy uncontrollable flying 
machine!! 

                 This was, in fact, the balancing mechanism of the kite. The material was 
either braided cord or rope, depending on the size of the kite. 

                 The length of the tail was critical in determining how good your kite would 
behave…   …too short and you had a feisty kite, zigging and zagging from side to side 
and difficult to control;   …too long and you had a lazy kite; wouldn’t get to great heights 
and did nothing; 

                  …correct length of tail and you had a thing of beauty. You could take that 
kite anywhere you wanted it to go. Your control was one hundred percent. You made it 
                    .sing loudly (a singing engine kite) by pulling sharply on the string; you 
made it zoom higher by pulling and letting out string simultaneously;  

   …..you made it do a complete loop de loop; you were the king of kite flyers! 



 The tail could also be decorated with 2 things _ pieces of coloured cloth to make it look 
fancy;  or with razor blades, with which you could go kite fighting to cut the string of the 
other kites and send them spinning away! 

 Easter Sunday :  

Easter Sunday was, for the adults, the pinnacle of the 3 day celebration of Jesus’ death, 
burial and resurrection! This was the day to celebrate Jesus’ resurrection with joyful 
singing and His promise to save the world from sin. 

Easter Sunday at church was the day for the ladies to show off their finest dresses and 
fancy hats (oh yes, hats were still the rage in these times) or Easter Bonnets and white 
lace gloves and best shoes! 

 This was when the ladies stood around after the church service was over, either 
admiring or secretly comparing looks. Families greeted each other and chatted about 
the kids and everything else, while the children were anxious to get home to the Easter 
Sunday lunch! 

 In our household Sunday lunch was one of two things _ either soup or metamgee (“run 
down” to those of you islanders). 

Soup was made of lentils or peas _ split peas, gungo peas, or black-eye peas. Usually 
with some beef chunks and beef bones with some tripe thrown in for good measure, 
and pigs’ tails and salted beef for added flavour/taste. 

After what seemed to us to be hours of boiling the beef to get it tender enough, the 
ground provisions were added in _ potatoes, sweet potatoes, eddoes, yam and plantain, 
both green and ripe or yellow plantain. The pot was then covered and left to boil/simmer 
until the ground provisions were properly cooked. The green plantains were then taken 
out and pounded in a mortar with a pestle (a thick, long wooden pole, usually of 
greenheart, same material as the mortar). The beaten/mashed plantain matter was then 
formed into balls, a little smaller than lawn tennis balls in size, using a long handled 
spoon and a cup of water to avoid the material from sticking to the spoon! This, ladies 
and gentlemen, for your information was the Guyanese foo-foo (of African roots), a thing 
of beauty that could complement any good soup. 

 Then it was feast time with all the family around one humongous table. Remember that 
in those days the average family size was a minimum of 6 – 7 children!! 

 After lunch there was a rest period, at least for the kids, since the grown ups had to do 
the cleaning up and washing of the dishes, plates, pots and pans! 

 After the rest period there was the family trek to the sea-wall for kite flying and a 
beautiful afternoon at the beach. This was usually by way of bicycles since that was our 
only means of transport at that time. There was no way we could not afford a car. That 



trip to the sea wall was fun but also a bit difficult while trying to keep your kites from 
getting damaged during the ride! 

For added entertainment there would also be the Police Force Band playing beautiful 
music in the Band Stand, usually some rousing military music or beautiful waltzes. 

 Easter Monday :   

 This day was the best of the best. This was the day of the kite flying competitions at the 
sea wall and all along the coast even as far away as # 63 village! 

 On this day there were literally hundreds of kites in the air. Kites of all shapes, sizes 
and colours. During this time in Guyana, kites in the shapes of bird, etc, were not very 
popular. Just the standard 6-sided kites and a few “box” kites. Box kites were, as the 
name implies, made in the shape of a “box” or column and were relatively fragile and 
did not do very much except hover in the air. 

 There were competitions for the smallest kite, the largest kite, the most colourful, the 
most beautifully decorated kite, the kite that went the highest, etc. 

 Needless to say you could always see someone running after a kite that had burst its 
string or been cut away. And, of course, there were always numerous kites caught up in 
the electric wires that ran between the poles along the street, for which the Guyana 
Electricity Corporation had the job of cleaning up the next day. 

 This was our Easter. Much better than searching for candy eggs or bunnies. 

After a day of kite flying and picknicking on the sea wall you returned home tired but 
well satisfied and full of enjoyment and memories, even if your kite was now all frizzled 
and full of holes!! 

THIS WAS WHAT EASTER WAS LIKE IN GUYANA. 

 Author’s notes:   

Although Easter was in reality a Christian religious celebration, apart from Good Friday 
the rest of the celebrations were kept basically religion free. It was a time for the whole 
country to have a common celebration. 

 Best Regards, 

Claude Ho 
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